Quality status of fresh waterways in Egypt, especially those that receive agricultural drainage water such as Rosetta Branch (RB), is critical for most of its water uses. However, the country depends on this marginal quality water to fill the gap between demand and supply. Therefore, the need for effective/economic water management tools turn into an obligation. Mathematical models can be considered as effective and practical tools for the quality assessment of water bodies. This paper carries out a statistical comparison between simulated and observed data, error quantification and simulation efficiency in order to assess the functionality of water quality (WQ) models for simulating the WQ of RB. This approach was set up to evaluate the cost-effective RB simulation adequacy using different WQ models and assess the gap between simulation simplicity and results accuracy. The simulation case of RB was compared using advanced MIKE-11 and simple QUAL2K WQ models.
INTRODUCTION
Rosetta Branch (RB) is one of the critical surface water bodies of Egypt regarding its water quality (WQ). The WQ of the branch suffers from the seasonal variation of agriculture pollution sources discharging into its water as well as the limited amounts of fresh water released into the branch. The branch should be effectively simulated under current and future development scenarios in the context of the policy of the Ministry of Water Resources and Irrigation, even though the WQ is described by physical and chemical analysis of samples. Other questions need to be answered, such as understanding the relationships among WQ parameters, prediction of WQ and assessing the effects of WQ management. This makes WQ models the most applicable interpretation tools for answering those questions. Chapra & Canale () defined the WQ mathematical model as an idealized formulation that represents the response of aquatic ecosystems to external pollution sources. They are designed to simulate/compute quality in the receiving water as a function of pollutant effluents to explain and predict the effect of the neighbouring activities on water recourses.
As described in the manual (DHI ), MIKE-11 is a one--dimensional hydrodynamic modelling tool (see Table 1 MIKE-11 is an advanced model of flow and WQ in-stream and can simulate solute transport and transformation in complex river systems. However, it has its limitations: (1) there is a need for a large amount of data and it is difficult to simulate some determinants well if the data are lacking; and (2) channel cross sections are needed at reach boundaries, which makes the calibration and evolution of the results a substantial task and requires long computational times (Cox ).
According to the user manual (Brown & Barnwell ) , QUAL2K (or Q2K) is a river and stream WQ model. QUAL2K is neither a stochastic nor dynamic simulation model. It is a one-dimensional, steady-state model (Table 1) were involved. Eight definite criteria to evaluate each model were reviewed and itemized in a single table. Both models are similar as they are 1D models, work in a river environment, have advanced degrees of analysis; the main difference regarding availability is that Mike-11 is proprietary while QUAL2K is in the public domain.
Most WQ models including QUAL2K and MIKE-11 contain sub-models that calculate water temperature. These sub-models use short and long wave solar and atmospheric radiation, evaporation and sensible heat fluxes. Despite the similarity of both QUAL2K and MIKE-11 models, the most important difference is the division of organic matter into dissolved, suspended and sediment fractions in MIKE-11, while in QUAL2K, the organic matter is divided into dissolution and sediment fractions. A minor difference between QUAL2K and MIKE-11 is the simplified treatment of nitrification in MIKE-11 that ignores nitrite as an intermediate product (Rauch et al. ) . Table 1 furnishes the general characteristics of MIKE-11 and QUAL2K models.
Chapra () theoretically identified the trade-offs between model complexity, uncertainty and information.
In principle, with an unlimited budget, a more complex model will be more reliable by adding complexity to the model (i.e., more equations with more parameters), assuming there are sufficient funds to perform the necessary field and laboratory studies to satisfy the additional parameters.
There are always limits to the ability to totally characterize a natural water system; at that point there are two extreme The main objective of this research is to assess the satisfactoriness of the advanced MIKE-11 and simple QUAL2K
WQ models for simulating the WQ of RB throughout scaling correlation, efficiency and error magnitude. To achieve this objective both models were calibrated using the same field observations and equivalent boundary conditions. Afterwards, statistical techniques were applied to investigate the acceptability of both models' results compared to field observations.
METHODOLOGY
The methodology of this research was focussed on a specific study area (i.e., RB). The required data for simulating RB with both selected models were collected and prepared.
Afterwards, both simulation cases were calibrated using standard procedure for a selective number of WQ variables followed by simulation of WQ parameters. Then, and in order to assess the adequacy of both models in simulating RB, the framework below was followed:
1. Measure the correlation between field observations and simulation results.
2. Estimate the magnitude of error between field observations and simulation results.
3. Assess the accuracy of model outputs by the means of efficiency.
Site description
On its way to the Mediterranean Sea, the River Nile splits were considered for study due to their significance for water health. The DO was measured in field using an in-situ membrane electrode DO meter. BOD, NO 3 and NH 4 were measured using standard laboratory analysis applied on water samples that were collected from the same locations. NO 3 was analysed and measured in the laboratory using ion chromatography instrument, the NH 4 analyses were measured using selective electrode method and the BOD determined using a 5-day BOD test.
Model application
Hydraulic characteristics of RB such as flows, velocity and cross-sectional details at different locations were collected. For RB simulation, both models were manually calibrated by fine tuning the model results to fit closer to the field measured data set. This was done by adjusting the model kinetic parameters to obtain an optimal agreement between the model results and the field data set. Equivalent boundary condition, which has been used for calibration of both models, was as similar as the field conditions of RB that were surveyed and furnished previously in this paper. After the hydraulic calibration, the WQ calibration procedure used to calibrate MIKE-11 and QUAL2K models followed the next steps:
BOD-DO relations
• Degradation rate • Re-aeration 2. Ammonia-nitrate
The bed resistance of RB was calibrated using the Man- by Chapra & Pelletier () . Also in QUAL2K, the re-aeration formula was set to internal selection that chooses automatically, based on water level, between the same three formulas that were used in MIKE-11 (i.e., O'Connor-Dobbins, Owens-Gibbs and Churchill) for oxygen budget calculations.
Re-aeration temperature coefficient was then adopted in both models. The hydrolysis rate of BOD was calibrated then its temperature coefficient was adopted in QUAL2K;
however, the first order decay rate was selected and calibrated then its temperature coefficient was adopted in MIKE-11. The ammonia decay rate of the nitrification process was calibrated then its temperature coefficient was adopted in both MIKE-11 and QUAL2K models. The calibration processes were concluded by adopting the de-nitrification coefficients.
The calibration is based on the error, namely, the difference between the calculated and measured values of most significant terms. It is therefore necessary to adopt a suitable range of acceptability of the error, with a pre-established threshold, exceeding which, the result of the model cannot be accepted (Benedini ) .
Model adequacy
To assess the efficiency of the models, goodness-of-fit techniques were applied. Goodness-of-fit statistics can be computed for continuous and categorical dependent variables. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (Equation (1) 
Most
where R Xi and R Yi are the ranks of the two compared variables and (n þ 1)/2 is the mean rank of both x and y.
As a goodness-of-fit, the MAE measures how much the field observations vary (i.e., error magnitude) from its modelled predicted values. The MAE (Equation (2)) reported the average magnitude of the errors in the same units as the original values.
The MAE is an average of the absolute errors e i , where X mod is the prediction and X obs is the true value. Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (E) is commonly used to assess the predictive power of hydrological discharge models (Nash & Sutcliffe ). However, it can also be used to quantitatively describe the accuracy of model outputs for variables other than discharge (such as nutrient loadings, temperature, concentrations, etc.). The mathematical definition of the coefficient is presented in Equation (3):
where X obs is the observed value and X mod is the modelled value at time/place i.
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies can range from À∞ to one.
An efficiency of one (i.e., E ¼ 1) corresponds to a perfect match between model and observations. An efficiency of zero indicates that the model predictions are as accurate as the mean of the observed data, whereas an efficiency less than zero (À∞ < E < 0) occurs when the observed mean is a better predictor than the model. Essentially, the closer the model efficiency is to one, the more accurate the model is (Krause et al. ) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After the calibration procedure presented in the Methodology section was followed, the WQ parameters for RB (i.e., DO, BOD, NH 4 and NO 3 ) were simulated for verification. Figure 2 shows the calibration results of MIKE-11 for the hydraulic characteristics of RB.
Thirteen field observations were collected from the main stem of RB for model calibration. Their locations were distributed over the simulated reaches of RB, as seen in Figure 1 . The statistical characteristics of the models' output and field measurements are presented in Table 2 . observations; however, the MIKE-11 results showed a better agreement with field results than those of QUAL2K. Regarding the effect of the point sources (i.e., drains discharging into the branch), the results of MIKE-11 showed better peaking response to them, as seen in Figures 3-6 , than those of QUAL2K. The MAE is scaled with the same units of the variables presented. Comparing the MAE results presented in Table 4 to the statistical characteristics presented in Table 5 ), the MIKE-11 showed better results than those of QUAL2K.
As shown in Table 6 , the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (E) results for simulating DO, NH 4 and NO 3 with both MIKE-11 and QUAL2K indicated adjacent perfect match between modelled and field data (i.e., E is close to 1). Nevertheless, DO results of QUAL2K showed a moderate match between modelled and field data. For both models, the (E) value of BOD results indicated that the model predictions are as accurate as the average of the observed data (i.e., E is close to zero). The efficiency of simulating DO with MIKE-11 is obviously better than with QUAL2K, as seen in Table 6 . However, simulation efficiency (E) of both models for BOD and NO 3 showed a close efficiency.
CONCLUSIONS
MIKE-11 is a commercial advanced WQ model that needs a massive amount of detailed input data, whereas QUAL2K is an open-source simple WQ model that needs relatively limited input data. The RB has unique conditions that require modelling assessment for WQ. In view of the RB simulation, the results of both models showed good agreement with the field observations, however, MIKE-11 showed better agreement versus field observations. Regarding efficiency (E), both models showed a perfect match between modelled and field data, nevertheless, MIKE-11 showed better efficiency than QUAL2K.
Bearing in mind the significance of DO as a major parameter in all biological WQ processes, the efficiency of MIKE-11 in simulating DO showed the finest results among all simulated WQ variables. In addition, nitrate simulation results of MIKE-11 showed better correlation to the field data than those of QUAL2K. The MIKE-11 and Regarding the cost-effective dimension of the RB simulation, QUAL2K is very economically reasonable, yet, provides reasonable and satisfactory results for decision-making.
